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dynaCERT is a Canadian based company who has developed the next

complete burn and a lower combustion temperature. The result

generation Carbon Emission Reduction Technology for diesel engines

is decreased NOx production and reduced carbon emissions

in the global market, that also provides significant fuel savings to the

overall. Hydrogen gas has the added benefits of improving fuel

operator. dynaCERT’s HydraGEN™ Technology uses simple electrolysis to

economy and reducing engine wear and tear. The faster and

turn distilled water into H2 & O2 gases that are produced on demand.

earlier burn in the power stroke means a more efficient burn of

The gases are introduced into the diesel engine’s air intake before the
turbocharger, creating a homogeneous hydrogen-air mixture prior to
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diesel fuel, providing increased torque and reducing emissions
ECONOMY
of non-combusted hydrocarbons.
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combustion. Hydrogen gas mixes with diesel fuel in the engine’s combustion
chamber, where it acts as a combustion enhancer, for a faster and more
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DRIVING CHANGE
FOR A BETTER FUTURE
While competitors’ products might have applications solely for trucks or
small cars, HydraGEN™ Technology is designed for all types and sizes of diesel
engines. A HydraGEN™ unit can be set to create specific levels of H2 & O2 gas
for a diesel engine’s needs, depending on the engines displacement. This
means the market for dynaCERT’s HydraGEN™ technology includes all diesel
engines such as on-road vehicles, reefer trailers, off-road construction,
mining and forestry equipment, power generation, marine vessels and
railroad locomotives.

dynaCERT and the HydraGEN™ technology have also gained the
acknowledgement of various organizations. The HydraGEN™ HG1 has been
PIT Group verified and has won the 2018 Gold Edison Award for the Vehicle
Advancements category. dynaCERT Inc. (TSXV: DYA) has been recognized as
a 2017 TSX Venture 50 Company, being the top performing company for the
Clean Technology & Life Sciences sector, as well as the top overall performer
on the TSX Venture Exchange for 2017.
With increasing government pressure for companies to take green initiatives
and reduce their carbon footprints, demand for a solution to reducing carbon
emissions is at an all time high. dynaCERT has considerable potential for
growth.
With one billion diesel engines in operation today, the market for dynaCERT’s
HydraGEN™ technology is virtually unlimited.
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